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Reduce Reuse Recycle

Science

Learn howto better our drawing
skills by practicing portraits!

Practising Portraits

Get ready to see some far-out
creations in monochromatic and
multi-chromatic illustration!

Body-Swapping Flipbooks

What's that mess? That's our
newest animal creation, a Splotch
monster!

Splotch Monsters

Let's bring the zoo to us by using
frottage (texture rubbings) around us.

Frottage Zoo

Make artwork that looks good enough
to eat! Or create rock buddies! 

DIY Donuts & Rock Buddies

Dip your toes into the wild world of
watercolours!

H2Whoah!

Drawing

Painting

Printmaking

Folks will learn how to recast
themselves as illustrated characters

Illustrating with Ink (ages 11-18)

How to use our paintbrush to achieve
those fluffy to wispy looks!

Cloud Club (ages 9-18)

Time to cut a rug! Or even better,
make one!

Ragtime

Give new life to old art supplies!
Recreating Crayons

learn how to make your own
plantable seed paper!

Seed Paper

We'll see how to create
experimental bubble art with ink.

Ink+Bubbles

The new chia-pet, meet the grass
heads - socks, seeds, and soil.

Growing Grass Heads

Take your imagination to the skies!
Experiment with flight paths of
different materials!

The Art of Flight

Test your creativity as
we create miniature monoprints!

Mini Monoprinting

Step right up and try your hand at
screenprinting!

Starting Screenprinting

http://www.altc.ca/artv/menu
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Make your own paper toy: a bird
that will perform aerial tricks!

Bird Kites

By reusing fun paper scraps and a
bit of math, we'll learn how to
design our own envelopes

Collaborative Colouring Books
We'll harness the power of
community to make collaborative
colouring book.

Easy as 1-2-3 Envelopes!

Learn how to make your
own simple booklets from scratch!

Book-Binding for Beginners

Crafts TAKE-OUT MENU

Art Boxes

Want to bring the experience of
studio home? In these Art Boxes,
certain workshops have been
restructured to provide you with all
the instruction (written lists with a
follow-along video link) and
materials you will need for this
close-ended art activity. Each box
is enough for one person, with
some extra supplies just in case.

Practicing Portraiture
DIY Donuts
H2Whoah!
Bird Kites
Easy as 1-2-3 Envelopes
Mini Monotypes
Bubble Prints
Illustrating with Ink

$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35
$35

*All activities come with a side of story-telling from the great D.A. Stinkly (30-minutes per event)

Outdoor Entertainment

Bring a chair and blanket to our
outdoor movie night. Watch your
favourite movies projected onto
the RV. Snacks available.

Outdoor Movie Night

Need to dance? We can setup a
little outdoor dance party! 

Music Music Music


